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Abstract

Integration of GaN Thin Films with Dissimilar Substrate Materials by Wafer

Bonding and Laser Lift-off

by

William Sam Wong

Doctor of Philosophy in Materials Science and Mineral Engineering

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Timothy D. Sands, Chair

Enhancing integrated microsystem functionality requires the joining of dissimilar

materials in which the integration process may be accomplished through a variety of

techniques. These techniques include bonding of discrete elements, wafer bonding, lift-

off and transfer, and direct thin-film deposition. In this dissertation, the development of a

new integration tool, laser lift-off (LLO) will be presented. By combining the LLO

process with wafer bonding techniques, the integration of GaN thin films onto dissimilar

substrate materials was demonstrated.

Successful separation of GaN from GaN/sapphire structures was accomplished

using a single 38 ns KrF excimer (248 nm) laser pulse directed through the transparent

sapphire substrate. For fluences between 400-600 mJ/cm2, the absorption at the

GaN/sapphire interface induces a highly localized, rapid thermal decomposition of the

GaN, yielding metallic Ga and N2 gas. Heating the interface above the melting point of

Ga (30°C) allows the separation of the GaN from the sapphire. Characterization of the

GaN films after LLO by scanning electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy, x-ray
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Chapter 1 -  Introduction

The III-V nitrides have recently been the focus of intense research activity spurred

by the rapid development of gallium nitride (GaN)-based optoelectronic applications. The

direct wide-bandgap GaN compound, Eg=3.4 eV, when alloyed with In or Al offers a

range of optical emission from the red to the ultraviolet (UV).  Thus, the binary (GaN,

AlN, and InN), ternary (AlGaN, InGaN, and InAlN) and quaternary (InAlGaN) systems

have promising applications in the optoelectronic industry, in particular blue/UV light-

emitting diodes (LEDs) and laser diodes (LDs). In addition, GaN is a very favorable

materials system for high-temperature and high-power electronic devices given its large

direct bandgap. Although progress in the high-power electronics arena lags that of the

optoelectronics, GaN-based heterojunction bipolor transistor and field-effect transistor

technologies are also developing at a rapid pace.1

Competing against the III-V nitrides are the silicon carbide (SiC) system and the

II-VI compounds. The II-VI materials, in particular ZnSe, suffer from reliability and

efficiency problems compared to the III-V nitride system.2 Although the ZnSe-based

LEDs and LDs showed early promise for blue/UV emission, they languished from short

lifetimes caused by inherent crystal defects and low brightness, which hampered their

commercialization.3 SiC, on the other hand, has shown promise as a material for high

brightness LED and LD applications.4,5 Although SiC-based LEDs have been available

for quite some time, the indirect bandgap of this material has restricted its optoelectronic

performance. In addition, the high cost of SiC substrates makes the SiC-based devices

cost prohibitive for large-scale commercialization. Due, in part to the lack of a more
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competitive and low-cost alternative for blue light emission, the SiC and ZnSe systems

had been in the forefront for blue/UV optoelectronic applications.

The swift development of the GaN-based optoelectronic industry has caused an

expeditious change in the materials used for blue-light emission. The GaN system has

matured rapidly in the last ten years, becoming the material of choice for blue LEDs and

LDs.6,7 GaN based high-brightness blue LEDs, and more recently, blue LDs have become

commercially available. Despite the advancements in the GaN field, the primary

impediment to this compound is its thermal decomposition at relatively low temperatures

to produce metallic Ga and N2 gas.8,9 As a result, large area GaN substrates are still

difficult to fabricate, necessitating heteroepitaxial growth of GaN thin films onto

dissimilar substrates such as sapphire or SiC.10,11 The GaN crystal structure, combined

with the high GaN growth temperatures make deposition of high-quality material directly

onto common semiconductor substrates such as Si or GaAs very difficult.

The most commonly used growth substrate, sapphire, still imposes constraints on

the GaN film quality due to the lattice and thermal-expansion coefficient mismatch

between the sapphire and GaN.12 The disparate properties of these two materials result in

a high density of extended defects, such as dislocations and stacking faults, at the GaN

thin film/substrate interface.12,13

Due to the low thermal and electrical conductivity constraints imposed by the

sapphire substrates, many groups have attempted to integrate GaN with other more

conductive materials. A more electrically conductive substrate would allow backside

ohmic contacts to GaN-based devices unattainable with a sapphire substrate. For devices

processed on sapphire, all contacts must be made from the topside. This configuration
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complicates contact and packaging schemes, resulting in a spreading-resistance penalty

and increased operating voltages.14 The poor thermal conductivity of sapphire, compared

to Si or SiC, also prevents efficient dissipation of heat generated by high-current devices,

such as LDs and high-power transistors, consequently inhibiting device performance.15

The integration of GaN with other substrates could take advantage of the

complimentary functionality of different materials systems. Several techniques may be

used to perform the integration process including direct deposition, bonding of discrete

elements, flip-chip bonding, wafer bonding or lift-off and layer transfer. Of these

techniques, a combination of wafer bonding and thin-film lift-off offers the greatest

flexibility of joining dissimilar materials. The development of such a process would

allow joining the III-nitride optoelectronics with substrates such as Si, glass, or polymers

unattainable by direct deposition. Consequently, a monolithic integration process would

lower the cost and size per unit for a given microsystem.

In this dissertation, the methodology for the integration of GaN thin films with

dissimilar substrate materials is presented. The approach towards this integration employs

a wafer bonding and thin-film lift-off technique. The bonding and lift-off process

involves adhesion of a heterostructure still on its growth substrate to a final

micromachined, patterned, and metallized substrate. To allow maximum flexibility for a

wide range of materials combinations, the following requirements were prescribed in

order to best demonstrate the integration methodology:

1) A bonding layer that has low resistance to shear stress at temperatures below

200°C such that sub-micron surface asperities and particulates do not prevent full

surface contact.
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2) A bonding layer that is both adherent to the heterostructure and the final "receptor"

substrate.

3) A bonding process that is performed at low-temperature (≤ 200°C) that does not

leave behind a component or phase with a melting point below 200°C.

4) A resulting bond that has low electrical resistance.

5) A bonding layer that is thinner than the heterostructure to be transferred, such that

its properties do not dominate those of the transferred thin film.

6) A lift-off process which does not adversely effect the properties of the transferred

film.

The following sections will discuss and demonstrate a newly developed

integration process that employs a KrF pulsed excimer laser (248 nm) to separate GaN

thin films from their growth sapphire substrates. The laser light, when directed through

the transparent sapphire, decomposes a thin layer of the GaN at the interface allowing the

film to separate.16,17 Using this laser lift-off (LLO) process, in conjunction with a low-

temperature transient liquid-phase metal bonding process, will allow the above criteria to

be met.

An overview of the GaN thin-film/substrate issues will first be presented along

with considerations to the direct heteroepitaxial growth of GaN on different substrate

materials. Next, a methodology for removing the sapphire substrate constraint will then

be discussed followed by experimental results. A discussion of the laser target interaction

with analytical and numerical calculations will be used to understand the experimental

results obtained. The integration of GaN thin films with dissimilar substrate materials is

then demonstrated and discussed using a low-temperature Pd-In metal bonding process to
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integrate GaN with Si, GaAs and polymer substrates. Furthermore, the efficacy of the

LLO process on functional GaN-based optoelectronic devices will be shown.
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Chapter 2 -  Background

The drive for a stable and reproducible blue-ultraviolet light source has been the

catalyst for incredible advancements in the growth and processing of the III-V nitrides.

During the early development of this system, high-quality GaN thin films had been

difficult to obtain due, in part, to the lack of a lattice-matched substrate. In addition, the

study of bulk high-quality free-standing GaN single crystals has been slowed due to the

extremely high processing temperatures and pressures involved in fabricating such

crystals. With the increased study of the nitrides, researchers have been able to develop

growth processes to produce high-quality GaN thin films for device applications. The

fabrication of large-area bulk crystals has also been refined over the past two years

motivated by the need to obtain a GaN substrate.

2.1 - Large-area Crystal Growth

The requirements for producing GaN thin films or bulk crystals include high

growth temperatures, activated nitrogen species or high nitrogen background pressures

necessary to overcome the large kinetic barriers of solid phase formation.9 The high

melting temperature of GaN (Tm ~ 2800 K) and decomposition pressure at melting (~ 40

kbar)18 prevents the growth of bulk crystals from stoichiometric melts by conventional

processes such as Czochralski or Bridgman methods. Recent advances and novel

techniques have been developed to grow relatively large single crystal GaN at

temperatures below the GaN melting point.19

The stability of the GaN compound may be illustrated by considering the

temperature dependence of the Gibbs free energy. From the data obtained from the free
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energy of the reactants and products, the stability of the GaN system may be inferred

from the derived phase diagrams. First, consider a binary reaction of a metal, M with

nitrogen gas, N2.  Such a reaction can be written as:

)()()( sMNgNlM =+ 22
1 [2.1–1]

The following free energy difference as a function of temperature and pressure can then

be given as:

T,P

)g(N

T,P

)l(M

T,P

)s(MN

T,P GGGG
22

1−−=∆ [2.1–2]

For a given temperature there exists a specific nitrogen pressure,
2NP , which when

the ambient nitrogen is higher than this pressure will result in a spontaneous formation of

MN(s). Likewise, an ambient pressure lower than 
2NP will result in a spontaneous

decomposition of MN(s) into M(l) and N2(g). Similarly, for a given pressure there exists a

specific equilibrium temperature below which MN(s) will spontaneously form and above

which MN(s) will decompose into M(l) and N2(g).

At equilibrium, under constant pressure and temperature conditions, the Gibbs

free energy change is zero. By using this criterion, the determination of the stable

thermodynamic phases for GaN can be found. From these results, the associated phase

diagrams can then be calculated and used to illustrate the stable products as a function of

the independent variables, temperature and pressure.

The temperature dependence of the state variables such as enthalpy (H), thermal

entropy (Sth) and free energy (G) are all determined from the heat capacity, Cp. The heat

capacity is usually described over a specified range of temperatures by a power-law

expression:
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22 dTcTbTaC p +++= − [2.1–3]

From the heat capacity, the temperature dependence of the state variables are then given

as:

31
2

0
32

T
d

cT
bT

aTHH
T +−++= −+

 [2.1–4]

2

20 2
T

d

T

c
bTTlnaSS T +−++= +

 [2.1–5]

( ) ++ +−−−−−=−= HT
d

T

cbT
TlnaTTSaTSHG

TTT 3
2

000
622

[2.1–6]

where H+, S+, a, b, c, and d are given in Table  2–1.

The free energy of reaction may now be evaluated for the binary reaction. An

equilibrium constant K )e( RT/G P,T∆−= can be used to obtain the thermodynamic properties.

It is often useful to express the equilibrium constant as a function of the activities to

generalize the formulas as much as possible. In using this approach, the phases that do

not have properties of the ideal gases, pure solids or ideal solutions may be more easily

evaluated. For equation 2.1–1 the free energy change can be written as:

KlnRTGGGG P,T

)g(N

P,T

)l(M

P,T

)s(MN

P,T −=−−=∆
22

1
[2.1–7]

where, .
aa

a
K

/

)g(N)l(M

)s(MN

21

2

=

The activity of pure liquids and pure solids is unity in the standard state. For ideal gases,

the activity is P/P0 where P0 is the reference pressure. Neglecting the changes due to
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pressure in the free energy of solids and liquids, the free energy change at arbitrary

temperature and pressure becomes:

( ))g(N

T

)g(N

T

)l(M

T

)s(MN

P,T PlnRTGGGG
222

1 +−−=∆ [2.1–8]

where P is in bars. Using equation 2.1–8, the free energy change and equilibrium

pressure can be plotted. Table 2–1 gives the thermodynamic properties of the relevant

phases for GaN from several sources20 and Figure 2–1 is a plot calculated using these

values.

Given the thermodynamic constraints for GaN synthesis, it is easy to understand

the difficulty in growing large-volume single crystals. Figure 2–1 shows the free energy

change in an activated nitrogen ambient for the GaN solid phase compared to a molecular

nitrogen ambient. In order to extend the stability range of GaN, high N2 pressures or

activated N species are required for growth due to the relatively inert N2 molecule. Early

attempts at growing bulk GaN single crystals have met with limited success and crystal

size (typically in the order of a few millimeters). Johnson et al.
21 first grew small GaN

crystals by flowing undiluted ammonia over gallium. Zetterstrom22 later was able to

increase the crystal size to 1-2 mm platelets by heating pre-synthesized GaN in an

ammonia ambient at temperatures between 1150-1180°C and Karpinski et al.
23 have

fabricated bulk GaN single crystals using high nitrogen ambient pressures. The latter

have reported a nitrogen pressure of 20 kbar at a temperature of 1600°C as the best

conditions for GaN crystallization from a melt. Given the unusually high temperatures

and pressures for bulk GaN crystal growth, many groups have pursued the heteroepitaxial

thin film approach to obtain high-quality GaN single crystals.
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2.2 - GaN Thin-film Growth

The literature contains an exhaustive list of different substrate materials that have

been examined for GaN growth. Substrates such as sapphire,24 GaAs,25 Si, 26,27 MgO,28

SiC,29 and ZnO30 have all been tried with varying degrees of success. Currently the

preferred substrate is sapphire due to its compatibility with GaN in crystal orientation and

its ability to withstand the high-temperature growth conditions.

The typical GaN crystal structure is wurtzite based on a hexagonal Bravais lattice.

Along the c-axis of the lattice the stacking sequence for GaN is

…GaANAGaBNBGaANAGaBNBGaCNC… The Ga atom sits at positions (0, 0, 0) and (2/3,

1/3, 1/2) while the N atoms are at (0, 0, u) and at (2/3, 1/2, 1/2 +u) where u ~ 3/8. The

hexagonal wurtzite structure is shown in Figure 2–2 for GaN. Table 2–3 gives the lattice

parameters and thermal expansion coefficient for GaN, its alloys and various growth

substrates.

The most commonly used GaN thin film growth technique is metal-organic

chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). The MOCVD process allows for relatively high

growth rates along with superior thin-film uniformity, high yield and throughput and in

the case of GaN, high growth temperatures. GaN and its related compounds can

crystallize in both the zincblende and wurtzite structure with the latter being more stable.

In general, most of the device applications and characterization of GaN crystals have

been performed using the wurtzite structure.

Figure 2–6 shows the typical growth conditions for several processes and their

relation to thermodynamically stable GaN. From the figure, it is seen that chemical vapor

deposition (CVD) is the only process that forms GaN under equilibrium conditions. Other
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techniques such as plasma/ion-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and electron

cyclotron resonance assisted metal-organic CVD grow GaN in the unstable region. It has

been reported that the high gas pressures and growth temperatures associated with the

MOCVD technique overcome the inherent kinetic barrier of epitaxial growth while still

maintaining the thermodynamically stable conditions.9 The plasma-assisted MBE and

CVD process enable GaN formation in a metastable region by supplying a higher flux of

activated N species compared to the rate of sublimation of the GaN during growth. Figure

2–7 shows the measured rate of sublimation as a function of temperature.8 The rate of

sublimation of the GaN thin film was attributed to overcoming a kinetic barrier of

decomposition.

2.2.1 - Buffer Layers

The heteroepitaxial growth of GaN thin films typically uses various techniques to

minimize the generated defects during deposition. These approaches focus primarily on

optimizing a buffer layer between the main GaN epilayer and the sapphire substrate.

These techniques include a low-temperature GaN buffer layer, AlN or AlGaN buffer

layer or lateral epitaxial overgrowth from a seed window opening, typically defined by a

SiO2 mask, over the GaN buffer layer. The approaches have resulted in reducing the

density of extended defects in the GaN film from 1012 cm-2 to 108 cm-2, which is adequate

for GaN-based optoelectronic device operation.

AlN buffer layers,31 and later low-temperature GaN buffer layers32 of thickness

ranging between 50-100 nm, were recognized as a way to relieve the stress and

associated defects in GaN thin films grown on large lattice-mismatched substrates. The

buffer layer acted as a template to supply nucleation sites for growth of the GaN epilayer.
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This buffer relieves some of the large lattice mismatch that is detrimental to achieving

high-quality films. The layer also effectively absorbs the stress created by the lattice and

thermal expansion coefficient mismatch through the generation of extended defects such

as dislocations and stacking faults. The creation of these defects helps eliminate the

significant stress build up within the main GaN epilayer.

Recently, the density of threading dislocations have been reduced even further

using an epitaxial-lateral-overgrowth (ELOG) process.33,34 The technique was successful

in reducing the threading dislocation density down to the order of 107 cm-2 by

implementing SiO2 mask windows to selectively limit the propagation of the threading

dislocations. Many researchers have followed this process to produce superior diode

devices with improved luminescent qualities.35,36 The process has also been used to make

free-standing GaN substrates by either etching away the SiO2 masks or mechanically

polishing the sapphire substrate away.37

2.2.2 - Dissimilar Substrate Materials

Despite the rapid improvements in the growth and materials quality of GaN on

sapphire, a variety of other substrate materials has also been investigated. In the early

1990's, many researchers explored the growth of GaN on GaAs substrates in order to

obtain the metastable zincblende phase of GaN.25,38,39 Other substrates, which were used

in order to achieve the zincblende GaN phase include Si,40,41 SiC,42,43 and MgO44. With

the exception of SiC, the interest in using these substrates has slowly decreased. The

primary reason for the decline in interest in the zincblende substrates is the inherent

difficulty in growing high quality GaN in the cubic phase. In addition, the high growth

temperature involved usually precludes the use of materials with low decomposition
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temperatures such as GaAs. Due to the reactivity of nitrogen with Si, amorphous Si3N4

layers typically form before the GaN deposition, preventing high-quality GaN films on Si

substrates.45,46

Currently, the SiC materials system is challenging the GaN/sapphire system for

dominance in both the optoelectronic and electronic arena.4,5,47 SiC offers a higher

electrical and thermal conductivity compared to sapphire and is available in the

hexagonal crystal structure. Despite these advantages, SiC suffers from being

substantially more expensive compared to sapphire. The prohibitive cost of using SiC has

limited its usefulness and availability to only a small number of groups.

2.3 - Doping Issues

An additional obstacle to the fabrication of effective optoelectronic and electronic

GaN-based devices was the inability to achieve p-type films. GaN thin films are

inherently n-type due largely to contamination from oxygen or silicon impurities or

nitrogen vacancies.48 In 1989, Amano et al.
49

 first reported the successful fabrication of

p-type Mg-doped GaN thin films grown on sapphire substrates using an AlN buffer layer.

The key for p-type activation in GaN was the use of low-energy electron-beam irradiation

(LEEBI) treatment after growth. This technique yielded a dopant concentration of 1017

cm-3 and a sheet resistivity of 12 Ω-cm.50 Nakamura and co-workers51 duplicated the

process two years later with GaN grown on a low-temperature GaN buffer layer. The

activation of the Mg dopants was accomplished again using the LEEBI process. These

films had a dopant concentration of 7 × 1018 cm-3 and film resistivity as low as 0.2 Ω-cm.

Nakamura et al. later duplicated these results using nitrogen-ambient or vacuum-ambient
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thermal annealing.51 An annealing temperature of 700°C was effective in converting as

grown Mg-dope GaN films into low-resistivity p-type GaN.

In a study investigating the mechanism for Mg-dopant activation in GaN,

Nakamura and co-workers also observed the conversion to p-type GaN material was only

accomplished in a hydrogen-free ambient. For this study, samples annealed in a NH3

ambient consistently showed high electrical resistivity and low hole concentration while

samples annealed in a vacuum or nitrogen ambient resulted in highly p-type low

resistivity GaN. Interestingly, the p-type material was converted back to highly resistive

GaN when the same samples were annealed in NH3 at 700°C. Similar trends were

observed in the photoluminescence of the GaN depending on the annealing gas ambient.

Nakamura concluded from these results that the hydrogen dissociated from the ammonia

at temperatures above 400°C and diffused into the GaN from the surface passivating the

Mg dopants in the film.52,53 As a result of the H-passivation, p-type GaN could be

converted back to highly resistive material while a thermal anneal in a nitrogen ambient

removed the hydrogen from the GaN, returning the film to p-type conductivity.

Other doping processes have also been investigated. Ion implantation was first

used by Pankove et al.
54,55 in the mid-1970’s. In their work, they noted that Mg is the

shallowest p-type dopant in GaN. It was not until the mid-1990s that Pearton and co-

workers first reported electrically active n- and p-dopants in GaN from ion implantation.

In their work, Si was used as the n-type dopant and Mg, in conjunction with P, was used

to achieve p-type material. Rapid thermal annealing at 1100°C was used to activate the

implanted dopants. The same group subsequently reported that O and Ca could also be

used as donor and acceptors, respectively, in GaN. Chan et al.
56 reported similar results
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for Si and Mg implanted GaN which improved optical and electrical properties with

increasing annealing temperatures.

2.4 - GaN Decomposition

The bonding energies of the III-V nitrides are relatively high compared to other

III-V compounds. The bonding energy for AlN, GaN and InN are 11.52, 8.92, and 7.72

eV/molecule, respectively.57 These high bond energies result in the higher melting

temperatures and good thermal stability of the AlN and GaN compounds compared to

other compound semiconductors. Table 2–2 shows the melting point and decomposition

pressures for AlN, GaN, and InN. Given the strong triple bond of the N2 molecule (4.38

eV/atom) the free energy of the GaN constituents (Ga + 2
1 N2) decreases and approaches

the free energy of the solid. Given the free energy of the constituents decreases with

temperature faster than the GaN solid, GaN will become unstable at high temperatures.

Groh et al.
58 has reported the activation energy for GaN decomposition to be 3.25

eV/atom. They also observed the presence of Ga droplets during decomposition in

vacuum suggesting the GaN undergoes an incongruent sublimation. A similar analysis by

Munir and Searcy8 also obtained a similar activation energy of ~3.18 eV/atom but in

contrast to the Groh report, there was no observable Ga droplet formation. Later reports

suggest the GaN decomposition process is strongly affected by the choice of substrate

material and ambient conditions.

In a report by Sun et al.
59 the thermal decomposition of MOCVD grown GaN on

r-plane sapphire was found to occur at a temperature of 1000°C in a hydrogen ambient.

They reported that the surface of the GaN thin film was totally decomposed leaving only

a residual Ga droplet surface. Surprisingly, GaN thin films grown on 6H-SiC showed no
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indication of thermal decomposition. Similar results for GaN on SiC substrates was also

reported by Lin et al.
60 The phenomena was attributed to differences in the surface

polarities on each separate substrate material.59 In the case of GaN on sapphire, the Ga3+

terminated GaN surface reacts with the hydrogen ambient (GaN+ 2
3 H2 → Ga+NH3) while

the N terminated GaN surface of GaN/SiC combines with the ambient H atoms to form

N-H. The N-H molecule is energetically more stable than Ga-H resulting in a more stable

GaN surface.61 Surface decomposition of the GaN films was not observed for either

sapphire or SiC growth substrates when the films were annealed in a nitrogen ambient.

By using the data from Table 2–1, a pressure-temperature (P-T) curve of the GaN

system can be generated. Figure 2–8 shows the calculated P-T curve for GaN. The plot

indicates decomposition of the GaN → 2Ga(l)+N2(g) will occur at a critical temperature

of ~1000°C at atmospheric pressure. The shaded region shows the predicted

decomposition realm of GaN at the critical temperature, which correlates to the

experimental data obtained by various groups.58-60
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Phase a (J/K mol) b (J/K mol) c (J/K mol) d

(J/K mol)

H
+
 (J/mol) S

+
 (J/mol) T-range

GaN(s) 38.0740 8.996E-03 -1.214E+05 -189.9080

GaN(s) 45.3631 6.500E-03 1.910E-01 -1.635E+05 -206.225

GaN(s) 39.5930 3.565E-03 1.910E-01 -1.635E+05 -206.225 T<700K

GaN(s) 41.7770 1.272E-03 -1.190E-01 -1.649E+05 -219.244 T>700K

Ga(l) 24.3840 2.293E-03 3.100E+05 -7.550E+02 -78.636 T<700K

Ga(l) 26.5680 -2.164E+03 -91.655 T>700K

Ga(g) 24.8660 -1.381E-03 2.510E+05 2.641E+05 29.07900

N2(g) 30.4180 2.544E-03 -2.380E+05 -9.982E+03 16.20300

N(g) 20.8780 1.460E-04 3.800E+04 5.400E-08 4.666E+05 34.59900

Table 2–1: Thermodynamic data for GaN  (from Ref. 20)
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Material Melting

Temperature
(K) theoretical

Nitrogen

Decomposition

Pressure (kbar)

extrapolated

Nitrogen

Decomposition

Pressure

(kbar)
experimental

Comments

AlN 3500 0.2 >0.1 Ref. 62 and
63

GaN 2800 45 >40 Ref. 62,
64, and 65

InN 2200 60 >35 Ref. 66

Table 2–2: Melting points and decomposition temperatures of the III-V nitrides.
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Material Lattice

Parameter

(nm)

Thermal

Conductivity

(W/cm K)

Thermal

Expansion

Coefficient

(××10
6
/K)

Bandgap

(eV)

w-GaN a=0.3189
c=0.5185

1.3 a=5.59
c=3.17

3.39

w-AlN a=0.3112
c=0.4982

2.0 a=4.2
c=5.3

6.2

w-In a=0.3548
c=0.5760

4.9 a=4.2
c=5.3

1.89

6H-SiC a=0.308
c=1.512

4.9 a=4.2
c=4.68

2.996

Sapphire a=0.4758
c=1.299

0.5 a=7.5
c=8.5

6.2

ZnO a=3.252
c=5.213

0.24 a=2.9
c=4.75

3.37

c-GaN a=0.4521 3.2-3.3

c-AlN a=0.4380 5.11

c-InN a=0.4980 2.2

Si a=0.54301 1.5 a=3.59 1.1

GaAs a=0.5653 0.5 a=6.0 1.519

ββ-SiC a=0.436 4.9 a=4.8 2.2

GaP a=0.54512 1.1 a=4.65 2.272

MgO a=0.4126 4.1 a=10.5

InP a=0.58693 0.68 a=4.5 1.34

Table 2–3: Materials properties of the III-V nitrides and selected substrates. (Ref.

67)
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Chapter 3 -  Experimental

All laser processing was performed in air using a Lambda Physik Lextra 200 KrF

pulsed excimer laser (38 ns pulse width) with the incident beam directed through the

sapphire substrate. The energy density of the incident laser light was varied between 100

and 600 mJ/cm2 by defocusing the laser beam with a fused silica plano-convex lens

having a 350 mm focal length. The laser processing equipment is shown schematically on

Figure 3–1. The beam-energy output from the KrF pulsed excimer laser is approximately

1 Joule per pulse at a wavelength of 248 nm. Before each experiment, the output beam

power was calibrated with a portable calorimeter with the beam measured at the sample

target position. The output energy from the laser is adjusted by varying the high voltage

discharge in the range of 16 to 24 kV.

3.1 - KrF Pulsed Excimer Laser Beam Profile

The experimental setup for the laser was borrowed from a system primarily used

for pulsed laser deposition. As a result, the spatial beam profile of the laser output was

not homogenized as would be expected for a set up to perform areal laser processing. In

order to use the laser arrangement effectively, the spatial characterization of the beam

was investigated. Due to the intrinsic non-uniformity in the output beam profile, typically

found in a gas laser, local high-intensity regions or "hot-spots" may develop within the

irradiation area. These hot spots ordinarily are ignored in PLD, but for the LLO process a

given process window is desired for the decomposition of the GaN. At higher fluences

above the process threshold, the violent ejection of the sapphire substrate, due to the GaN

decomposition, can cause the mechanical fracture of the GaN thin film. By compensating
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for a known high-intensity region, the output energy can be adjusted to minimize the

probability of film fracture due to excessive laser fluence.

The laser beam profile of the KrF laser was characterized using a simple knife-

edge technique. An aperture with a razor blade edge was first placed across the entire

beam spot. As the aperture was opened in either the vertical or the horizontal direction, a

change in the incident energy as a function of the aperture opening was recorded. The

energy density of the beam is then given by:

A

E

aC

E ==ξ [1]

where E is the incident laser energy, a is the exposed area of irradiation and C is the

constant dimension in either the x- or y-direction. Figure 3–2 shows the axis orientation

and experimental configuration for measuring the beam profile. The change in energy

density is given by:

 
A

E

aC

E

∆
=

δ
=ξ∆ .. [2]

The energy gradient as a function of the aperture area opening can be used to

determine the change in energy within a given area in the beam spot. The slope or energy

gradient, E/δa, is proportional to the energy density at a particular region in the beam

spot. A constant slope along the entire direction of the irradiated area would indicate a

homogeneous spatial energy distribution. A decrease or increase in the slope would

indicate a cold or hot spot, respectively.

Figure 3–3 shows a plot of the beam profile along the vertical axis of the KrF

pulsed excimer laser used for LLO. The energy gradient was measured to have a
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Gaussian profile to ~ 8 mm from the leading edge. A second flat-top region is found to

extend approximately 2.3 cm across the vertical position of the beam. The flat-top area

has a measured gradient of ~14.1 mJ/cm. Along the far edge of the beam (vertical

position > 3.0 cm) the beam profile is found to drop off again in a Gaussian profile. For

these measurements, an incident beam energy of ~525 mJ (aperture fully opened) was

used.

In the horizontal axis, three separate regions were found in the beam profile

(Figure 3–4). The first region begins from the lower edge of the beam and extends

approximately 5 cm. The measured profile was again fitted to a Gaussian tail. A second

region with a measured slope of 26.9 mJ/cm extends approximately 2 cm within the

horizontal beam spot. At the end of this region, the energy gradient decreases again with

a fitted Gaussian profile. The measured energy change along this vertical direction is

expected to be the dominant "hot" area given the slope along that direction nearly twice

the other measured regions. Consequently, the predicted high-intensity zone should be a

region slightly offset from center spanning the width of the beam.

Figure 3–5 shows the superposition of the energy profiles from the vertical and

horizontal measurements. The energy contour was obtained by integrating the area under

the energy-gradient profiles in Figures 3–3 and 3–4. The offset "hot" zone is predicted to

be the high intensity region that will anchor the upper limit of the output energy for the

LLO process.

3.2 - The Wafer-Bonding Tool

The wafer-bonding process was performed using a modified heater plate capable

of a maximum annealing temperature of 350°C. The plate is equipped with two 300 Watt
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resistive heaters and a manual screw-down press for pressure bonding. Samples were

mounted below the manual press and a bonding pressure of ~3 MPa was applied to join

wafers at 200°C. The temperature of the hot-plate was controlled using a solid-state relay

switch controlled by a variable frequency generator. The wafer-bonding tool is able to

bond wafers up to four inches in diameter. Figure 3–6 shows a schematic of the wafer-

bonding set-up. The entire tool was enclosed in a nitrogen-purged Plexiglas™ case. The

nitrogen ambient was used to minimize oxidation of the bonding metals during the 200°C

anneal.
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Figure 3-1: Schematic of the KrF pulsed excimer laser system.
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Figure 3-3: Vertical energy profile of the KrF excimer laser used for LLO.
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Chapter 4 -  Wafer-bonding and Laser Lift-off

Despite the lack of a lattice-matched substrate and high defect density, GaN thin-

film quality has improved extremely quickly due to the rapid development of the GaN

growth techniques. Within the last ten years, progress in the III-V nitrides has taken the

GaN system from a novel materials group for blue emission to the leading compound

semiconductor for blue light-emitting diodes and laser diodes. The current progress may

be further extended by combining the III-V nitrides with Si, polymers and other III-V

materials such as GaAs or GaP.

Many approaches to monolithic integration have been proposed and demonstrated

to join dissimilar systems onto one platform. For example, in the early and mid-1980's, a

large interest in integrating GaAs thin films with Si substrates was motivated by

combining the optoelectronic functionality of GaAs with the processing power of

complimentary metal-oxide-semiconductor Si integrated circuit (IC) technology. The

union of GaAs devices with Si substrates would have created new possibilities for high-

speed intrachip communications. Motivated by the possibilities of an integrated GaAs/Si

microsystem on a chip, several groups attempted, with moderate success, to perform the

integration process by direct heteroepitaxial growth of GaAs onto Si.

Many of the problems and obstacles researchers faced fifteen years ago parallel

those being faced by researchers currently working on the GaN materials system. The

rewards to be had with the integration of GaN with low-cost substrate materials such as

Si, glass, or polymers are far reaching. The integration process could pave the way for
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advanced, high-resolution color displays; micro-emitter-detector arrays for environmental

sampling; or low-cost, low-power high-brightness room lighting.

4.1 - Integration by Direct Deposition: GaAs on Si

The integration of two dissimilar materials is most easily accomplished by direct

deposition. For GaAs and Si, this process was first demonstrated by a GaAs-based device

fabricated on Si as a shallow-homojunction solar cell.68 Subsequently GaAs-based

LEDs,69 LDs,70 and metal-semiconductor field-effect transistors71 were reported. Due to

the 4% lattice and 67% thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between the zincblende

structure GaAs and the diamond structure Si, the GaAs thin films normally suffered from

a high density of defects at the thin-film/substrate interface. To reduce the defect density

introduced during the heteroepitaxial growth and improve the GaAs film quality, a thin

intermediate buffer layer, an idea borrowed by most GaN thin-film growers, was first

deposited onto the Si substrate.72

More complicated growth techniques, such as a two-step process using an

intermediate Ge/SiO2 layer, were subsequently employed.73 As the understanding of the

GaAs/Si growth process improved, the growth techniques were later refined and the need

for the SiO2 intermediate layer was soon eliminated. The first successful fabrication of

device-quality material for GaAs-based LEDs on Ge-coated Si substrates was

demonstrated using organometallic vapor-phase deposition.74 Soon after, the first

demonstrations of device-quality GaAs thin films grown directly on Si were

accomplished by molecular-beam epitaxy.75

Eliminating the Ge buffer layer in the GaAs/Si system was an improvement over

the previously described methods since both the substrate pre-growth preparation and the
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possibility of Ge autodoping during the GaAs growth was removed. Despite the simpler

growth process and improved film quality, the integration of GaAs with Si during direct

deposition was still hampered by the defects introduced by the heteroepitaxy.

Consequently, the device performance of these films, in particular the minority-carrier

devices, was inferior to the GaAs material homoepitaxially grown on GaAs substrates.

4.2 - Integration by Lift-off and Transfer

 A less direct integration method, but a more flexible process, is thin-film lift-off

and transfer to join dissimilar materials. A lift-off and transfer process allows integrating

the highest quality materials available, pre-fabricated in separate process steps, to create

one wholly-optimized system. The final product, created by bonding and lift-off onto the

desired platform, is completed by removing the transferred film from its original growth

substrate. This integration method has been demonstrated by several methods. One

technique for thin-film lift-off is the use of a thin sacrificial layer between the growth

substrate and the desired thin film. The method has been described and demonstrated for

the AlxGa1-xAs system using an AlAs release layer grown on a GaAs substrate. 76-78

The epitaxial lift-off (ELO) process takes advantage of the extreme etch

selectivity between AlxGa1-xAs and AlAs in a hydrofluoric (HF) acid.79 In this materials

system, the selectivity for etching has been measured to be > 107 between the AlAs and

AlxGa1-xAs  (x < 0.4). Crack-free GaAs thin films of thickness down to 80 nm have been

successfully lifted off by the ELO process. A wax layer was used to support the free-

standing films after delamination. An essential feature in the ELO process was the fact

that the supporting wax bonder was under tension during the lift-off while the GaAs thin

film was under compression. This configuration then ensures the mechanical lifting of the
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GaAs film as it was being undercut by the acid solution; in particular it allows the

dissolved H2 gas in the HF solution to diffuse from the etching zone. The process is

shown in Figure 4–1.

Device characterization of the ELO released films demonstrated the device

performance was not degraded by the lift-off process.80 Although the results were

encouraging, the ELO process was limited by its inability to delaminate large areas. The

process has been restricted to sample sizes of only ~ 0.8 cm × 2.5 cm while taking

approximately 24 hours to complete. Such a technique is unacceptable for large volume

throughput expected in a manufacturing environment. As such, the ELO process is an

excellent demonstration of using a lift-off and transfer method for materials integration.

On the one hand, it has overcome the poor materials quality inherent in heteroepitaxial

growth but is severely limited by small process areas and lengthy process times.

4.3 - GaN Thin-film Lift-off Processes

At present, the lack of a large-area GaN substrate precludes homoepitaxial

deposition of GaN thin films in which the substrate of choice for high-quality thin films

is currently sapphire. Despite the high density of defects associated with GaN, thin films

grown on sapphire the device performance of this system has been remarkably good. In

terms of LED and LD performance, GaN and its alloys with Al and In are fairly

insensitive to defect densities ranging from 108-1010 cm2.81

The integration of GaN with cheaper and readily available substrates such as Si,

in analogy with the GaAs and Si system, by direct deposition has not yielded the high

material quality commonly achieved with GaN on sapphire. Similar to the case of

integrating GaAs onto Si, thin-film lift-off techniques, in conjunction with wafer bonding
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processes, may be a more applicable approach to integrate GaN with other dissimilar

materials, thus eliminating the sapphire substrate constraint. In this way, the high-quality

material obtained from the growth of GaN on sapphire may be used in other systems

where it is often difficult or impossible to obtain. The sapphire may be eliminated by

various techniques including chemo-mechanical removal of the substrate,82 wet chemical

etching of a sacrificial layer,30 or pulsed-laser processing.16,17,83 The relative hardness of

sapphire and the lack of an effective wet-chemical etch for GaN or materials compatible

with GaN, have precluded the use of the former techniques as efficient and viable lift-off

processes.

A LLO process, first demonstrated by Kelly et al.,83 with the incident beam

directed through the transparent sapphire can be used to rapidly and effectively separate

GaN thin films from its growth substrates. A two-step LLO process,16 described in this

dissertation and shown schematically in Figure 4–2, has also been developed

independently from the work by Kelly. The process has allowed the flexibility of

integrating large-area GaN films with other materials systems of choice, depending on

the desired application.

Since these first demonstrations, many groups have also used LLO to separate

GaN thin films from sapphire substrates. The lift-off of a functioning pn-diode using

LLO from sapphire onto a different substrate was first demonstrated by Kelly et al.
84

Other groups soon reported the transfer of GaN-based LEDs, prefabricated on sapphire,

onto copper85-87 and Si88 substrates. LLO has also been demonstrated on other thin-film

materials systems such as (Pb,La)(Zr,Ti)O3,
89 Pb(Zr,Ti)O3,

90 and ZnO91 in which the

laser source was a XeCl86,87 or KrF85,88-91 pulsed-excimer laser, or the third harmonic of a
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excimer laser to separate films deposited onto MgO substrates.89 The following section

describes a simple investigation of the two-step LLO process,16 demonstrating the

efficacy of this bandgap-selective technique using a KrF pulsed-excimer laser.

Characterization of the GaN thin film before and after laser processing will show no

detectable degradation of GaN crystal quality after the lift-off and transfer process.

4.4 - The Laser Lift-off Process

GaN thin films of thickness 3 µm on a single-sided polished sapphire substrate

were used as the starting material. A boron doped, p-type Si (001) wafer was bonded to

the surface of the GaN thin film using epoxy, forming a sapphire/GaN/epoxy/Si structure.

Prior to the wafer bonding, the backside of the sapphire substrate was polished using

diamond paper. Attenuation of the KrF excimer laser beam through the 0.5 mm thick

sapphire substrate is approximately 20-30% at 248nm.92

Initial irradiation of the bonded structure at fluences up to 200 mJ/cm2 did not

reveal any changes in the GaN/sapphire interface upon visual inspection. By increasing

the laser fluence to 300 mJ/cm2, a distinct change in the appearance of the interfacial

region from transparent to a metallic silvery color was noted. This observation suggested

that the GaN at the GaN/sapphire interface was beginning to decompose into metallic

gallium. However, the substrate remained firmly attached to the film even after several

pulses at 300 mJ/cm2.

At fluences greater than or equal to 400 mJ/cm2, successful lift-off and transfer of

the GaN film from the sapphire to the Si substrate was accomplished after a single laser

pulse. Separation of the film from its sapphire substrate resulted after warming the
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sample on a hot plate to a temperature above the Ga melting point (Tm = 30°C). GaN

films up to 3 mm× 4 mm were successfully transferred onto 5 mm× 5 mm Si substrates.

Characterization of the bonded GaN on Si was performed by x-ray diffraction

(XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The cross-sectional SEM image in

Figure 4–3 shows a GaN/epoxy/Si structure after separation from the sapphire substrate.

The transferred GaN thin film was smooth and intact with a thickness of 2.5-3 microns.

 Using an optimal 600 mJ/cm2 fluence, Figure 4–4 shows a θ -2 θ  coupled XRD

spectrum for the GaN on Si after lift-off from sapphire. The 0002 GaN and 004 Si

reflections are evident. The φ -circle scan in Figure 4–5 shows the six-fold symmetry of

the GaN thin film on Si indicating that the GaN retains its original wurtzite crystal

structure after transferred to the cubic Si substrate.

Analysis of the GaN film by x-ray rocking curve (XRC) measurement

dramatically displays the effectiveness of this laser processing technique. Figure 4–6(a) is

an XRC spectrum of the GaN 0002 reflection for the as-deposited GaN on sapphire

before lift-off. The plot indicates relatively high-quality GaN as shown by the peak full-

width at half maximum (FWHM) of approximately 0.1°. Figure 4–6(b) shows a rocking

curve of the same film after lift-off using a laser fluence of 600 mJ/cm2; the FWHM of

the 0002 GaN reflection is unchanged from the value measured prior to lift-off. If the

film had suffered thermal or mechanical damage (e.g. microcracking or buckling) during

separation then the rocking-curve width would have increased, reflecting a greater mosaic

spread. The XRD data combined with the film thickness measured by cross-sectional

SEM indicate that the interfacial decomposed layer is very thin compared to the film
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thickness, as would be expected for an absorption depth that is estimated to be less than

75 nm at a wavelength of 248 nm.92
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Figure 4–1: Epitaxial lift-off process.
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Figure 4–3: Cross-sectional SEM micrograph showing a separated GaN film bonded

to a Si substrate. The bonding material is epoxy. A 600 mJ/cm2 laser fluence

directed through the original sapphire substrate was used to separate the GaN from

the sapphire.
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Figure 4–6: Comparison of GaN film quality by XRC of the 0002 GaN reflection

for: (a) GaN on sapphire, and (b) after transfer from sapphire to a Si substrate. The

FWHM of the 0002 GaN reflection remains unchanged after lift-off indicating that

the film was separated and transferred without appreciable thermal or mechanical

damage. A laser fluence of 600 mJ/cm
2
 was used.
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Chapter 5 -  Thermal Analysis of Laser-Target Interactions

The heat treatment of materials serves many purposes in the processing of

semiconductors. The applications and examples of thermal annealing include dopant

activation, dopant diffusion, compound formation, oxide-layer growth, and wafer

bonding. The conventional heat treatment typically involves furnace annealing of bulk

materials under equilibrium conditions. Laser processing, on the other hand, has the

advantage of providing localized heating in both the temporal and spatial domain. The

amount of heating can be controlled by choosing the appropriate laser wavelength, beam

energy and exposure duration. For example, a spatially localized heating effect may be

obtained by choosing a short laser pulse with a wavelength at which the material to be

heated has a large absorption coefficient. In this way, well-defined volumes of material

may be heated to above the melting or decomposition temperature of a material while

allowing the remainder of the target specimen to remain at near-ambient temperatures. In

addition, laser emission wavelengths can be tuned so that one material transmits while

another absorbs, thus enabling selective processing at a buried interface.

In this section, the interaction of laser light with GaN thin films will be explored.

Specifically, the temperature distributions of a laser irradiated GaN thin film will be

investigated for the case of a KrF pulsed excimer laser (248 nm, 38 ns pulse-width). An

analysis by both analytical and numerical solutions to the one-dimensional heat equation

will be given. In the case of the numerical solution, temperature distributions for

temperature dependent and temperature independent parameters will be discussed.
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5.1 - Laser-target Interaction

During the irradiation of a semiconductor by laser light, energy is typically

transported by hot carriers before being given up to the lattice. When the lattice finally

absorbs this energy, heat flow begins within the material. The mathematical

representation of heat conduction in a solid assumes that a heat flux, Φ, develops across a

plane and is proportional to the local temperature gradient:

0

0
zdz

dT
)z( 





κ−=Φ [5.1–1]

where κ is the thermal conductivity of the material. If we consider a slab bounded by two

planes at position z and z+∆z, then the energy balance for the slab in terms of a

volumetric heat capacity Cp/V is: 93
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where ∆T is the change in temperature as a result of the heat flux across the two

boundaries. As ∆z → 0, the term on the left-hand side of equation 5.1–2 becomes
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. Using equation 5.1–1, the heat flow equation can then be written in its

standard form: 94
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To successfully transfer a thin film from the growth substrate after wafer bonding,

the LLO process must not adversely affect the properties of the transferred thin film. For

the GaN/sapphire system, a temperature in excess of 1000°C is required at the interface
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in order to induce decomposition.8,9 Yet, the temperature at the interface between the

GaN and the bonding layer should not exceed 200°C to maintain maximum flexibility in

choice of the bonding material and the receptor substrate. For the case when heat is

produced by irradiation from a laser with a particular power density, the heat equation is

rewritten as: 93
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In this equation, I(z,t) is the power density [mJ/cm2] of the incident laser light at a

depth z and time t. The variables T, ρ, Cp, κ, and α are the temperature, density, specific

heat, thermal conductivity and optical absorption coefficient, respectively, for GaN or

sapphire. Assuming the thin film is a homogeneous absorbing medium, the incident

power density can be written as:

I(z,t)=I0(t)(1-R)e-α z, [5.1–5]

where I0(t) is the output laser power density and R is the reflectivity.

For high intensity irradiation (~108 W/cm2), a large density of carriers will build

up before the lattice is appreciably heated.95 Collisions between carriers will establish

thermal equilibrium within a time scale of 10-14 sec. After the pulse ends, the hot carriers

will recombine, typically within 10-9 s.96 These high intensities may bring about a plasma

formation at the irradiated surface but for these first-order calculations a generated

plasma is ignored.

The heat equation can then be solved analytically assuming a one-dimensional

heat flow, the thermal and optical parameters are invariant with temperature, the GaN

film is of a semi-infinite thickness (z = 0 to z = L for L = ∞), and no phase change occurs
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during the laser pulse. These conditions are then met by satisfying the following

boundary conditions: 0=
∂
∂

z

T
 for z = 0 and z = L at all times t. If the incident beam

irradiates the target surface at z = 0 then the heat-flow equation can be written as:93
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where the thermal diffusivity is Kd = κ/ρCp, and Ia is the absorbed irradiation. The

Green's function technique97 is used to obtain the analytical solution to the heat equation.

This solution can be solved for two limiting cases: 1) the laser light has a short

penetration depth into the target  (surface source) and 2) the laser light has a finite

penetration depth (penetrating source).

In the case of a uniform surface source (α-1<<2 tK d ), where the laser source is

assumed to have a constant power and fluence I0 (switched on at t = 0 and off at t = τ0)

the solution is given as: 98
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 For the particular case of a semi-infinite solid (L = ∞), the temperature at the irradiated

surface is:
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In the case where the absorption depth, α-1, is large compared to the heat diffusion

length, 2 tK d , adiabatic heating takes place and the solution for a uniform penetrating

source is:98
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The closed form solution for the semi-infinite solid is: 93
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For the temperature at the surface of the irradiated target the solution is:
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At the end of the pulse duration, t = τ0, the target specimen will begin to cool. The

temperature profile for the time t > τ0: 
93
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By combining equations 5.1–7 or 5.1–9 (for heating) and 5.1–12 (for cooling) the

temperature contour of an irradiated target can be calculated as a function of time and

depth. For the case of GaN the absorption coefficient is given to be ~ 4.4×105 at a

wavelength of 248 nm with a calculated thermal diffusion length of approximately 1.5
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µm.99 For these thermal properties, the laser irradiation of GaN can be modeled as a

surface heating source using equation 5.1–7 and 5.1–12.

For a single 38 ns pulse from a KrF laser, equations 5.1–7 and 5.1–12 reveal an

approximately 400 mJ/cm2 is needed to raise the surface of the GaN film to the

decomposition temperature of 900°C-1000°C.  The values for ρ, Cp, κ, R and α used in

the calculations were 6.11 g/cm3, 9.745 cal/mol-K, 1.3 W/cm-K, 0.3 and 4.4×105 cm-1,

respectively.20,99,100 A simulated temperature profile for a single 38 ns, 400 mJ/cm2 pulse

from a KrF laser as a function of time and depth is shown in Figure 5–1. This figure

shows the temperature rise, coupled with a large temperature gradient across the

thickness of the GaN film, occurs in a highly localized heated area that is within 100 nm

below the irradiated GaN/sapphire interface. This selective localized heating allows for

the formation of a thin interfacial layer to yield separation of the GaN film from the

sapphire substrate.

Experimental data was used to confirm the findings of the analytical solution.

GaN (thickness = 1.5 µm) on sapphire samples were irradiated using a 38 ns pulse from

the KrF (248 nm) pulsed-excimer laser. Figure 5–2 shows the surface morphology of the

GaN surface as analyzed by scanning electron microscopy. For a laser fluence of 200

mJ/cm2 the GaN surface was found to be smooth and featureless as expected from the

thermal simulations. As the energy density was raised to 400 mJ/cm2, which was

predicted to raise the GaN surface to the decomposition temperature, small surface

features were found on the GaN. At a fluence of 600 mJ/cm2 the surface was noticeably

rougher with an increased droplet size and formation density. Examination of the larger

droplets by energy dispersive x-ray analysis verified the features were Ga rich in
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composition. The results suggest that a fluence in excess of 400 mJ/cm2 is needed to

decompose the GaN surface into Ga metal and N2 gas with a resulting Ga rich droplet

formation on the thin film surface.

5.2 - Finite Element Analysis

The analytical modeling approach assumes temperature independent properties.

To test this assumption, finite element analysis (FEA) utilizing temperature-dependent

properties were performed. The commercially available FEA application COSMOS/M®

was used to solve the heat equation [5.1–4] using a 1001 node mesh with 900

elements.102 In the calculations, the temperature-independent values of R and α used for

GaN in the calculations were 0.3 and 4.4×105 cm-1, respectively,20,100 while temperature-

dependent values for Cp, ρ, and κ were obtained from references 103 and 104 (Figures 5–

3-5–5). Materials parameters for sapphire were obtained from references 105 and 106.

The interface was subjected to a 38 ns flat-top pulse profile to model the actual laser

pulse with absorption of the irradiation occurring at the sapphire/GaN interface. The

COSMOS/M® program calculated the temperature distribution every 0.1 ns up to an

ending time of 50 ns.

First, FEA calculations were compared to the analytical results (Figure 5–1).

Figure 5–6 shows the temperature distribution for temperature-independent GaN

materials properties. The two calculations agree rather well with a similar peak

temperature at the surface. The temperature gradient below the GaN surface is slightly

less than that obtained from the analytical solution but the same trend is found in both

models.
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Figure 5–7 displays the temperature contour for a fluence of 400 mJ/cm2 using the

FEA calculation with temperature-dependent GaN properties. Again, for a single 38 ns

pulse from a KrF laser (248 nm), the solution to equation 5.1–4 reveals that a 400 mJ/cm2

laser fluence is needed to raise the surface of the GaN film to its decomposition

temperature of ~900-1000°C. The difference in the profile near the surface is not changed

significantly although the profile of the 1000°C region was found to be shallower due to

the decrease in the thermal conductivity in GaN with increasing temperature. As

expected, this effect would cause more localized heating of the GaN.

A model was next created to predict the needed fluence to cause the

decomposition of GaN at a sapphire substrate interface for a GaN/sapphire structure. The

information obtained from such a model would help to determine the actual fluence that

is needed to perform the LLO process. The simulation showed that in order to raise the

interface temperature to 1000°C a 600 mJ/cm2 pulse from a KrF laser is needed. The

simulated temperature as a function of time and depth is shown in Figure 5–8. As seen

previously with the irradiation of the GaN surface, the temperature rise is due to the

localized heat generated at the GaN/sapphire interface. A non-negligible temperature rise

of the sapphire substrate during the laser irradiation is also found from the calculations.

The analytical and FEA calculations assumed no phase changes during the

irradiation. It should be noted that at the threshold temperature, the GaN decomposition

would transform the interface into a Ga rich region. The thermal model does not account

for the enhanced reflectivity due to the Ga formation or generation of a plasma107 during

irradiation. Although the formation of Ga metal would increase the thermal conductivity,

the reflectivity will also increase and effectively diminish the light absorption at the
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interface. Consequently, the expected temperature rise should decrease due to a phase

change or plasma generation.
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Figure 5–1: A simulated temperature profile for a single 38 ns, 400 mJ/cm
2
 pulse

from a KrF laser. The temperature rise, coupled with a large temperature gradient

across the thickness of the GaN film, occurs in a highly localized heated area that is

within 100 nm below the irradiated GaN/sapphire interface (referenced at 0 µµm

depth).
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Chapter 6 -  Thermoelastic Stress Analysis

In order for a laser processing technique to be successfully implemented, it must

not degrade the quality of the material being processed. For the laser lift-off and transfer

technique to be viable, the laser process should not introduce thermoelastic stresses that

may fracture the target material. For the GaN thin-film system, an analysis of the inplane

stresses developed during the 38 ns pulsed laser irradiation will be presented. The

induced in-plane stress will be compared with the fracture strength of the GaN material as

well as the stress introduced due to the decomposition of the GaN and the formation of

N2 gas. The pressure introduced by the N2 gas may cause the film to fracture at the

interface of the GaN/sapphire interface. After the initial thermoelastic analysis, a design

criterion will be presented to predict the required GaN thickness in order to minimize the

effect of the thermoelastic stress and possible mechanical fracture.

The heating during laser irradiation introduces a non-uniform temperature

distribution causing the development of thermoelastic stresses. For the case of the GaN

LLO process, the thermoelastic stress is largely due to a non-uniform temperature profile

as revealed in the thermal analysis. Consider first a mesh of elements of equal size in an

unconstrained continuous body. If the body is heated uniformly with a uniform

temperature rise, the elements will expand in equal proportions in space and no stress will

develop. For a non-uniform temperature rise, each element will experience a proportional

amount of expansion dependent on the temperature of that particular element. In order for

the elements to remain a continuous body, each element will be distorted according to the

temperature distribution resulting in a developed strain and associated stress within the

body.
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6.1 -  Thermoelastic Stress: Analytical Solution

In a Cartesian orthogonal coordinate system x, y, z, assuming an elastic isotropic

medium, the total strains are related to the stresses by Hooke's Law of linear isothermal

elasticity:108,109
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The shear modulus, G, is related to the Young's modulus, E, and Poisson's ratio ν by:109
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and the bulk modulus, k, is related to Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus by: 109
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The stresses can also be expressed in terms of the strains by the following equations: 109
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The above equations are the mathematical descriptions of the stress-strain

relationships for a given material. The equations can then be solved by imposing the

equations of equilibrium and the strain-displacement relations. The equations of

equilibrium in Cartesian coordinates are:110
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where X, Y, Z are the body forces components in the x, y, and z directions, respectively.

For the surface heating of a GaN thin film, the system can be modeled as a free flat plate

with a temperature variation normal to the surface with the body forces equal to 0. Thus,

the strain-displacement relations in rectangular coordinates are:111
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with u, v, w being the components of the displacement vector in the x, y, z directions,

respectively.

For the case in which the effect of stress is due solely to the temperature effects

the following boundary conditions apply:111
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where nx, ny, nz are the direction cosines normal to a principal plane in the x, y, z direction

respectively.

Lastly, the compatibility equations can be expressed in terms of the stress components

and have been shown to be:112
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where Θ = σxx+σyy+σzz.

The problem of a free flat plate, in this case the plate being GaN, can be solved

using the equations of equilibrium, the equations of compatibility and the above

boundary conditions. For a free plate with a temperature variation through the thickness,

the stress components in the x- and y-directions are a function of the thickness of the film:

)z(fyyxx =σ=σ and 0zyyzxzzz =σ=σ=σ=σ

where the shear stress components are set to zero.

The solution for this problem can be been shown to be:113
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For the specific case in which the temperature of an exposed surface is suddenly

raised to Ta, the maximum stress occurs at t=τ0 and is represented as:114
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For GaN in which E = 295 GPa,115 α = 3.66 × 10-6, and ν = 0.23,116 the maximum stress

calculated at 1300 K is a compressive stress of ~ 1.6 GPa.

6.2 - Thermoelastic Stress: Finite Element Analysis

A more thorough examination of the stress distribution during the laser irradiation

will now be presented. The analysis follows the calculations done previously in

determining the temperature distribution an incident beam onto the GaN and

GaN/sapphire configuration. For the thermoelastic calculations, the same parameters used

in the thermal profile calculations were used in addition to the temperature dependence of

the Young's modulus and thermal expansion coefficient on temperature for sapphire. The

COSMOS/M® FEA program was again used to calculate the thermoelastic inplane

stresses at time steps of 19, 24, 29, 38, and 50 ns.

A preliminary calculation for the thermoelastic stress developed for a 400 mJ/cm2

pulse on the surface of a GaN thin film was performed using the FEA method. Setting the

maximum temperature at the surface of the GaN film to 1200°C resulted in a calculated

compressive stress of 1.7 GPa, in excellent agreement with the analytical result. Using a

38 ns flat-top pulse for the laser temporal profile and the temperature distribution
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obtained in the previous chapter (Figure 5–7) a maximum compressive stress of ~2.6 GPa

is obtained. Figure 6–1 shows the in-plane stress profile as a function of depth away from

the GaN surface. The magnitude of the stress is found to increase with irradiation time

and is a maximum at t = τ0 = 38 ns. At the end of the laser irradiation, the maximum

inplane compressive stress was found to shift below the surface of the GaN thin film. The

shift corresponds to the thermoelastic stress wave generated by the rapid heating and

cooling from the laser pulse.

Figure 6–2 shows the plot of the in-plane stresses that develop for a 600 mJ/cm2

incident laser fluence at the GaN/sapphire interface. The figure shows a snapshot of the

stress development again as a function of time for τ = 19, 24, 29, 38, and 50 ns. As the

time of irradiation increases, it was found that the compressive stress at the interface

reaches a maximum of ~ 7.6 GPa at τ = 38 ns coinciding with the peak temperature rise.

Similar to the calculated temperature contour, the stress profile is also localized to the

GaN/sapphire interface and approaches zero stress at a depth of ~ 2 µm away from the

interface.

6.3 - Design Constraints for Laser Lift-off

One concern in the laser processing is the inadvertent delamination of the GaN

from the sapphire due to the GaN decomposition and laser induced in-plane compressive

stress. At the onset of decomposition, the formation of nitrogen gas within the interface is

predicted from thermodynamics. The presence of the trapped gas will cause a small

separation between the film and substrate to develop. At a given critical stress, the film

may buckle and release from the substrate as shown schematically in Figure 6–3 which

can lead to mechanical failure of the thin film. The critical stress for delamination can be
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determined by modeling the delaminated region as a clamped circular plate. Whether this

compressive stress will cause delamination of the GaN film during the LLO process will

be examined next.

Due to the decomposition of the GaN interface, the biaxial compression

introduced during the laser processing can cause the deformation and possible

delamination of the GaN film from the sapphire substrate. If a maximum compressive

stress of 7.6 GPa is considered from the FEA analysis then the plastic deformation of the

GaN thin film should not occur since the yield strength of GaN is 15 GPa.115 On the other

hand, if the generation of N2 inclusions is considered then the pressure formed from these

inclusions or "bubbles" may be large enough to cause the film to fracture. This blistering

effect has been observed in hydrogen implanted Si during thermal annealing.117

In a simple first order estimation and neglecting plasma formation, the pressure

build-up from N2 bubble generation at the GaN/sapphire interface from GaN

decomposition may be modeled using the ideal gas law. For a laser spot size radius of 1.5

mm, the decomposition of GaN at 1000°C will generate a bubble pressure of ~ 85 MPa

assuming a 20 nm GaN absorption depth decomposes. This pressure is less than the value

predicted by the thermoelastic stress developed during LLO.

Another path to fracture, resulting from mode I deformation,118 may be due to a

crack opening at the film surface under a tensile stress applied in the normal direction.

The tensile stress is caused by the deformation due to buckling (Figure 6–3). The critical

defect dimension, a, for fracture can be solved from the basic equation for fracture

toughness:

aK
Ic

πσ= [6.3–1]
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where KIc is the GaN plane-strain fracture toughness. An applied compressive stress, σ =

1 GPa, is taken from Figure 6–2. This value was used instead of the peak thermoelastic

stress by assuming the flaw is on the surface of the GaN and the applied stress is the

thermoelastic stress near this surface. The assumption is valid since the peak

thermoelastic stress is highly localized at the GaN/sapphire interface and the crack

feature is assumed << the thickness of the film, t.

For KIc = 0.8 MPa m ,119 a critical flaw size of ~20 nm would cause fracture

along the direction normal to the film for an applied stress of 1 GPa.  This failure will

occur if the film is given a chance to buckle when the GaN decomposes during the LLO

process. The addition of a "stiffener" layer would help to constrain the film from

buckling in the normal direction and prevent possible mechanical failure. It has been

shown that the application of a "stiffener" or constraining substrate will prevent blistering

effects for ion-cut Si layer transfer.120

The buckling of a thin film will cause a release of internal energy with the

advancement of the interface crack. A critical stress, Scr, for buckling can be model as a

flat circular plate and shown to be: 121, 122
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where K is 14.68 for a clamped-circular plate.

A plot of the GaN film thickness as a function of the laser spot size from equation

6.3–2 is shown in Figure 6–5.  Assuming the entire area irradiated during LLO

decomposes, for a typical laser beam spot size diameter of 3 mm, a GaN thickness of ~

20 µm is needed in order to prevent buckling. For a thickness less than 20 µm the GaN
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film is predicted to buckle and possibly fracture. If a different supporting layer such as Si

is used instead of GaN then a different process curve is found. Assuming the mechanical

properties of the bond interface is similar to that of single crystal Si, the model may be

modified using a Si support. By using the mechanical properties of Si in equation 6.3–4,

the predicted supporting substrate thickness is greater than GaN due to the smaller

Young's modulus of Si. Thus, a standard Si wafer (thickness 0.5 mm) can be used as a

support to transfer entire 2-inch diameter GaN thin films from sapphire onto Si in a single

laser pulse.

Figure 6–6 shows a SEM micrograph of the GaN surface of a 1 µm thick film.

The GaN delaminated from the sapphire at the irradiated region while the area adjacent to

the exposed area remained intact. The patterned features were transferred onto the GaN

surface from a mask printed on the backside of the sapphire substrate (inset). When a

supporting substrate with a thickness great enough to prevent fracture is used, as

described in the LLO process, the films have separated from the sapphire intact without

cracking during the laser process.  The information obtained from the predicted

temperature rise, the thermoelastic stress and support layer thickness can then be

combined to design a process to separate GaN thin films from sapphire growth substrates.
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Figure 6–6: SEM surface morphology of backside irradiated GaN/sapphire. The

surface pattern are generated from the backside mask on the sapphire.
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Chapter 7 -  Fabrication of Thin-film GaN Membranes

Following the initial prescription described in the integration methodology

outlined in the introduction: a lift-off process for layer transfer of a thin film must not

adversely effect the properties of the transferred film. One such way to test this criterion

for LLO is to create free-standing GaN membranes. The characterization of the

membranes can still give structural, optical and electrical information that may be

directly compared to the film before laser processing, without the effect of the original

growth substrate.

In addition, the removal of the supporting substrate by LLO, required in a thin-

film layer transfer process, eliminates the influence of a dissimilar substrate during

characterization. Free-standing GaN membranes can then be examined to determine the

effect of the sapphire constraint on the GaN materials properties.123,124 The following

chapter describes the fabrication of GaN-based free-standing membranes and the effect of

the LLO process on the structural, optical and electrical characteristics of GaN thin films

and GaN-based device structures before and after lift-off.

7.1 - Free-standing Thin-film GaN Membrane Fabrication

The bonding process used to created free-standing membranes was similar to the

process described previously. A Si (001) wafer was bonded to the surface of the GaN thin

film using a low-melting temperature wax forming a sapphire/GaN/wax/Si structure. The

LLO process, followed by a 40°C anneal, was used to remove the sapphire. Free-standing

GaN membranes were then fabricated by dissolving the wax bond in acetone allowing the

GaN to float off the supporting Si substrate. The GaN was then transferred onto a
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supporting frame to allow for characterization by photoluminescence (PL) on either

surface of the 5 mm × 5 mm membranes.

7.2 - Free-standing Thin-film InGaN LED Membrane Fabrication

For the fabrication of InGaN-based LEDs, InGaN multiple quantum well (MQW)

structures were grown by organometallic chemical vapor deposition (OMCVD) on c-face

sapphire substrates. First, a 4 µm thick Si-doped GaN layer was deposited followed by

five In0.1Ga0.9N quantum wells with a well width of 3.5 nm and a barrier width of 7 nm.

A 700 nm thick Mg-doped GaN layer was subsequently grown on top of the MQW active

region. After OMCVD growth, mesas were formed by etching into the Si-doped GaN

layer using chemically assisted ion beam etching (CAIBE).125 Finally Ti/Au metal

contacts were deposited on the p-doped GaN:Mg layer and on the exposed n-doped

GaN:Si layer for the lateral electrical connection.126

The pre-processed InGaN MQW LED structures were then bonded onto the

surface of a boron doped, p-type Si (001) wafer using an ethyl cyanoacrylate (C6-H7-

NO2)-based adhesive, forming a sapphire/LED/adhesive/Si structure. Liftoff and transfer

of the LED structures from sapphire onto the receptor Si substrate was accomplished

using a single 600 mJ/cm2 laser pulse directed through the transparent sapphire substrate.

Following the laser irradiation, a low-temperature (T = 40°C) anneal completed the

separation process by melting the Ga-rich interface. By using this two-step process, films

up to 1 cm2 in area were successfully transferred by rastering a 0.03 cm2 beam spot

across the entire sample. After liftoff and transfer of the LED device onto the supporting

Si substrate, the LED/adhesive/Si structure was immersed in acetone to dissolve the
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adhesive bond and release the LED, creating a free-standing membrane. The process flow

for creating free-standing membranes and LED structure is shown in Figure 7–1.

7.3 - GaN Membrane Results

Similar to the transferred GaN onto Si using epoxy bonding, the XRC analysis for

the transferred GaN thin films had no measurable structural degradation. The measured

full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the GaN 0002 reflection showed no broadening

after separation from the sapphire substrate indicating the film had not suffered

mechanical damage during the laser processing. The surface morphology of the exposed

GaN interface was characterized by AFM. Figure 7–2 shows an AFM scan of a 20 µm ×

20 µm area of the former GaN interface. The scan shows a relatively smooth surface

morphology with a measured surface roughness of approximately 24 nm (rms).

Characterization of the optical quality for the separated GaN films was performed

using low-temperature (4 K) PL. For these measurements, 3 µm thick GaN membranes

were measured and compared to the same GaN formerly on sapphire. Figure 7–3 shows a

SEM micrograph of a typical free-standing GaN membrane. Figure 7–4 shows the donor-

bound exciton (DX) peak of the GaN films before and after separation from the sapphire

substrate. The measured FWHM of the DX peaks after separation did not show

appreciable broadening indicating no detectable optical degradation of the GaN films.

A DX peak red-shift was observed for the GaN membrane compared to the GaN

on sapphire. This shift can be interpreted as a release of the compressive biaxial stress on

the GaN film, introduced during the growth process,127 when the substrate constraint is

removed. The measured red-shift of ~10 meV for the GaN membrane after separation

corresponds to a biaxial compressive stress of approximately 0.4 GPa. The resulting peak
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position of the free-standing membrane matches well with that of stress-free GaN thin

films grown on bulk GaN substrates.127

Similar analysis of the exposed former interface shows a largely attenuated DX

peak compared to the original GaN on sapphire (Figure 7–5). The lower peak intensity is

attributed to the high density of defects commonly found at the GaN/sapphire interface

due to the lattice and thermal expansion coefficient mismatch. It is possible however, as

will be discussed later, to remove the exposed interfacial defects and improve the

luminescence quality of the GaN film.

7.4 - InGaN LED Membrane Results

As a further test of the LLO process, the effects of the laser process on the LED

electrical and electroluminescence characteristics were analyzed. First, the Ga metal on

the exposed device backside was removed with HCl and the membranes were then

transferred onto a quartz substrate. The transfer allowed the membranes to be turned over

and rigidly supported for probing of the original front-side metal contact pads.

Current-voltage (I-V) measurements before and after separation from the sapphire

substrate were made to determine the effect of the LLO on the diode junction. Figure 7–6

shows the I-V characteristics for a 20 µm × 500 µm InGaN MQW LED measured from

the top n- and p-contact pads. The measurement reveals no discernable change after

separating the InGaN LED from sapphire compared to an adjoining device fabricated on

the same substrate. Had the device experienced micro-cracking due to a thermal shock, or

excessive heating during the laser process, the LED membrane would have shown poor

diode behavior or a higher turn-on voltage.
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Figure 7–7 exhibits the pulsed (1 µs pulse-width with a 10 kHz repetition

frequency) light output vs. current characteristic for a series of three InGaN MQW LEDs

before and after sapphire substrate removal. The light output, measured through the

quartz substrate using a calibrated Si p-i-n-detector, after LLO was approximately 4 mW

at 100 mA. Above 5 mA, the output shows a nearly linear rise with an external quantum

efficiency, ηE ~ 1.3%. Compared to the light output of the LED devices on sapphire (ηE ~

1.7%) the external quantum efficiency was slightly reduced after liftoff. This discrepancy

may be due to differences in the light out-coupling efficiency, or to residual absorption or

light scattering from the decomposed surface layer at the former GaN/sapphire interface.

Figure 7–8 shows the room-temperature emission spectra of the InGaN MQW LEDs

measured at a 10 mA dc forward current before and after laser liftoff. The peak emission

wavelength for the InGaN LED membrane was at 389 nm with a spectral full-width at

half maximum (FWHM) of 10 nm. Neither the emission wavelength nor the spectral

width changed after substrate removal indicating the optical properties of the InGaN

heterostructure did not degrade following the LLO process. Low-temperature

measurements were not performed to confirm the absence of residual-stress relief since

the devices showed no degradation due to the LLO. The InGaN MQW LED room-

temperature emission spectra effectively demonstrate the potential for using LLO to

create free-standing GaN-based thin-film devices
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Figure 7–1: Process flow for fabrication of InGaN LED membranes: 1) Starting

material - pre-fabricated InGaN MQW LED/sapphire and Si supporting substrate,

2) Bond InGaN MQW LED/sapphire onto Si supporting substrate, 3) KrF laser

irradiation of the sapphire/InGaN MQW LED/adhesive/sapphire structure through

the transparent sapphire substrate, 4) Heat post-laser processed structure above

melting point of Ga to release sapphire substrate, and 5) Immerse InGaN MQW

LED/adhesive/Si structure in solvent to release LED membrane. The inset shows the

pre-fabricated InGaN MQW well structure processed on the sapphire substrate.
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Figure 7–2: AFM scan of a 20 µµm ×× 20 µµm area of the former GaN interface. The

scan shows a relatively smooth surface morphology with a measured surface

roughness of approximately 24 nm (rms).
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Figure 7–3: SEM micrograph of a 3 µµm thick free-standing GaN membrane.
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Figure 7–4: Low-temperature (4 K) PL spectra for GaN/sapphire and GaN

membranes. The measured FWHM of the DX peaks after separation did not show

appreciable broadening, indicating no detectable optical degradation of the GaN

films.  The measured red-shift of ~10 meV for the GaN membrane corresponds to a

biaxial compressive stress relief of approximately 0.4 GPa after separation of the

GaN from sapphire.
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membranes
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Figure 7–6: DC current-voltage characteristics for a 20 µµm ×× 500 µµm InGaN

multiple quantum well (MQW) LED membrane and LED on sapphire. The

threshold voltage showed no change before and after LLO from the sapphire

growth substrate.
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Figure 7–7: Pulsed (1% duty cycle) light output vs. current characteristic for a

series of three InGaN LED membranes before and after sapphire substrate removal.

The light output of the LED membranes was 4 mW at a 100 mA forward current,

corresponding to an external quantum efficiency of ~1.3%. The slight attenuation of

the power output for the LED membrane compared to the LED on sapphire is due

in part to the light being measured through a quartz supporting substrate for the

LED membrane.
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Figure 7–8: Room-temperature emission spectra for the InGaN MQW LED before

and after sapphire substrate separation measured at 10 mA dc forward current.

The measured peak emission at 389 nm with a FWHM of 10 nm showed no

measurable degradation in the emission spectra for the InGaN LED membrane

compared to the LED on sapphire.
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Chapter 8 -  Low-temperature Pd-In Metal Bonding and LLO

The intimate integration of thin-film materials with disparate properties is

required to enhance the functionality of integrated microsystems. For example,

combining laser diodes with low-cost electronics necessitates the integration of III-V

semiconductors with silicon. The materials integration can be done simply by direct

deposition of the thin film onto the final substrate.128 In many cases, however, direct

deposition involves substantial sacrifices in the microstructural quality, properties and

performance of the thin film. In some cases, such as integration of piezoelectric

electroceramic thin films with polymer substrates, the processing conditions (e.g.

temperature and ambient) preclude direct deposition. In these instances, a bonding and

lift-off approach may be required.

GaN thin films grown on sapphire substrates exhibit pronounced roughness due in

part to the large density of dislocations intersecting the film surface.129 Hence, direct

bonding of the GaN/sapphire structures onto dissimilar substrates presents a formidable

challenge. The use of a transient-liquid phase to accommodate surface roughness by

spreading laterally to fill voids has been shown to successfully join ceramic materials for

high-temperature applications.130 Of the low melting-point metals, indium is the only

metal with a melting point between 100-200°C that permits bonding to a wide range of

substrates. It is also known that palladium is adherent to most semiconductors and

polymers,131 thus the Pd-In system is promising for low-temperature bonding in which

the compound PdIn3 is the first phase to form at a Pd-In diffusion couple.132  The

resulting PdIn3 phase also has a relatively high melting point of 664°C as shown by the

Pd-In phase diagram in Figure 8–1.133 Consequently, the Pd-In intermetallics are able to
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yield a stable high-temperature PdIn3 bond from a low-temperature bonding process.

Furthermore, the Pd-In system is an ideal bonding material due to its uniform native-

oxide penetration, and limited and uniform semiconductor consumption.131

Pulsed UV LLO, in conjunction with wafer bonding, may be used as a direct

approach for integration of GaN with other dissimilar substrate materials. The previous

chapters have demonstrated the efficacy of bandgap-selective processing to selectively

decompose the GaN/sapphire interface into Ga metal and nitrogen gas. By using LLO,

GaN thin films were transferred onto epoxy bonded Si receptor substrates without

degradation to the GaN thin film quality. In this section, a Pd-In wafer bonding process

will be described in conjunction with LLO to fully integrate GaN with dissimilar

substrate materials.

8.1 - Pd-In Bonding Process

GaN thin films of thickness 3 µm on double-sided polished sapphire substrates

were used as the starting material. A thin bilayer of Ti-Pd (5 nm and 100 nm thickness of

Ti and Pd, respectively) was deposited onto the GaN by electron beam (e-beam)

evaporation (base pressure ~ 1×10-7 Torr). The Ti layer was used to promote adhesion

between the GaN thin film and the Pd metal. A 1 µm thick In layer was then deposited by

thermal evaporation onto the Pd surface (base pressure ~ 5×10-7 Torr). The receptor

substrate was separately coated with a 100 nm thick e-beam evaporated Pd film. The Pd

and In thickness were chosen such that the ratio of the Pd:In was maintained between 1:3

and 1:1 to ensure complete consumption of the In during the low-temperature bonding

process. The GaN/sapphire structures were then bonded at a pressure of ~2.8 MPa onto

boron doped p-type Si (001), semi-insulating GaAs (001) or polyimide substrates at
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200°C for 30 minutes in a flowing nitrogen ambient. The process flow is shown in Figure

8–2.

During the initial stage of the bonding, as the temperature exceeds the In melting

point (Tm = 156°C), molten In flows laterally to fill in any voids and encase submicron

particulates and surface asperities. The Pd + 3In Ø PdIn3 reaction begins at room

temperature and is completed during the 200°C treatment. The resulting PdIn3 bond is

strong enough to withstand the subsequent thermal and mechanical shock from the LLO

process.

The wafer-bonding process was performed using a modified heater plate capable

of a maximum annealing temperature of 350°C. The plate is equipped with two 300 Watt

resistive heaters and a manual screw-down press for pressure bonding. Samples were

mounted in the press and a bonding pressure of ~3 MPa was applied to join wafers at

200°C. The temperature of the heater plate was controlled using a solid-state relay switch

controlled by a variable-frequency generator. The wafer-bonding tool was able to bond

wafers up to four inches in diameter. The entire tool was enclosed in a nitrogen-purged

Plexiglas™ case. The nitrogen ambient was used to minimize oxidation of the bonding

metals during the 200°C anneal.

8.2 - Pd-In Bonding and Laser Lift-off

The two-step LLO process allowed GaN films up to 10 cm2 to be successfully

transferred by rastering a 0.03 cm2 beam spot across the entire sample. A thin Ga rich

layer on the surface of the exposed interface was easily removed with a 1:1 solution of

HCl and de-ionized water. The transferred films were then characterized by XRD, SEM,
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and AFM to verify the structural integrity of the GaN film before and after liftoff and

transfer.

Formation of PdIn3 from a Pd-In bi-layer structure, deposited onto a 200 nm SiO2

coated Si substrate, was observed using x-ray diffraction (XRD). The thermally grown

oxide layer was used as a barrier to prevent consumption of Pd by the Si substrate to form

Pd2Si. Figure 8–3 shows the θ - 2θ  normal-coupled XRD pattern for an In (1 µm

thick)/Pd (200 nm thick)/SiO2/Si stack for 0, 5, 30 and 60 minute anneal times at 200°C.

The as-deposited Pd-In XRD pattern shows the prominent 111 Pd and 002 In reflections.

After a 200°C, five-minute anneal the 321 and 411 PdIn3 reflections are observed,

indicating the development of the PdIn3 compound. The increased 002 In intensity at the

5-minute anneal may be due to texturing of the resolidified residual In in the metal layer.

After annealing for 30 minutes, the XRD spectrum shows the near total consumption of

elemental Pd and In indicating nearly complete PdIn3 formation. The PdIn3 formation is

complete after a 60-minute anneal indicated by the disappearance of the 002 and 110 In

reflections along with the 111 Pd peak. In the case of the bonded GaN/sapphire

structures, the bonding time was chosen to be 30 minutes as the reaction should be faster

given two Pd-In interfaces are reacting to form the PdIn3 compound.

Figure 8–4 shows a cross-sectional SEM micrograph of a successfully transferred

GaN film onto a Si substrate. The PdIn3 layer appears to be free of voids, indicating a

uniform and complete bond of the GaN on Si. The GaN { 0011 } prismatic planes were

aligned to the Si {111} inclined planes to allow for the creation of smooth, clean facets

on both the GaN and the Si by cleaving the Si substrate. The alignment, bonding, and
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LLO technique can thus be used for fabricating parallel cleavage mirror facets for GaN-

based laser diodes.

Figure 8–5 shows a θ - 2 θ  normal-coupled XRD spectrum for GaN transferred

onto GaAs and Si after liftoff from sapphire using a single pulsed 600 mJ/cm2 fluence.

The 0002 GaN along with the 004 Si and 004 GaAs reflections are evident. In agreement

with the XRD data shown in Figure 8–3, the Pd-In metal bi-layer bond was also found to

form the compound PdIn3 after a 30 minute 200°C pressure bond.

Analysis of the GaN film transferred onto polyimide substrates by XRC is shown

in Figure 8–6. The FWHM of the 0002 GaN reflection showed very little broadening

after separation from the sapphire substrate. The measured FWHM increased from 0.18°

to 0.20° indicating the film had not suffered significant mechanical damage during the

bonding, liftoff and transfer processes. Similar results were obtained for GaN thin films

transferred onto GaAs and Si substrates. The surface morphology of the exposed GaN

interface, which can be further processed to remove the defective interfacial layer or

integrated with another material in a "paste and cut" methodology, showed a relatively

smooth surface morphology with a measured 12 nm (rms) surface roughness by AFM.

The Pd-In wafer bonding and LLO process can also be applied to pattern transfer

of GaN features from sapphire onto other substrate materials. Figure 8–7 shows an SEM

micrograph of several 200 µm GaN mesa features that were fabricated on a sapphire

wafer by argon ion milling, and subsequently transferred onto a Si substrate by the LLO

process.  Such a technique may also be used to transfer an array of GaN-based blue LEDs

or lasers for such applications as color displays or optical data communications.
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8.3 - Post-processing of LLO GaN

The resulting PdIn3 (Tm=664°C) compound formed by a solid-phase reaction132

during the Pd-In bonding process creates a stable high-temperature intermetallic bond

ideal to withstand a high-temperature post-LLO processes. Additionally, the LLO process

offers the advantage of allowing relatively easy access to the interface at the

GaN/sapphire junction. This access allows fast sample preparation for GaN interface

studies where direct examination of the structural, optical, and chemical properties at the

interface is now possible.

In addition, the absence of the sapphire allows the direct modification of the

interfacial layer. One can now remove the substrate and the interfacial defects common in

the GaN/sapphire system and enhance the quality of the GaN film. Typically, the highest

density of defects lies within a few hundred nanometers from the interface.12,13 These

defects can be removed using dry or wet etching, thermal or laser annealing, or chemo-

mechanical polishing. After the defect removal process, the films can again be

characterized to examine the effectiveness of the etch process.

Following the procedure described above, the bandgap-selective LLO technique,

in conjunction with the Pd-In wafer bonding process134 was utilized to integrate GaN thin

films with Si substrates. After lift-off and transfer of the GaN film onto Si, the exposed

defective former-interfacial layer was etched away by argon-ion milling using a 1 kV, 1

mA/cm2 argon ion beam resulting in a 100 nm/minute GaN etch rate.

8.3.1 - Results and Discussion

Low-temperature (4K) PL was measured to characterize the optical quality of the

GaN before and after LLO using a 50 mW HeCd laser with a GaN penetration depth of
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~150 nm.99 The PL spectra for the original GaN surface and the exposed GaN/sapphire

interface are shown in Figure 8–8. The FWHM of the donor-bound exciton (DX) peak

excited from the interfacial layer exposed by LLO was measured to be ~24 meV. PL

measurements of the interface prior to lift-off yielded the same peak linewidth when

luminescence was excited through the polished sapphire substrate.  Thus, the LLO

process had no apparent effect on the optical quality of the GaN as assessed by the PL

linewidth.  In contrast, the DX peak measured from the GaN surface before lift-off was

considerably narrower, with a FWHM of ~15 meV.  Hence, it was hypothesized that the

interfacial-layer linewidth broadening may be solely attributed to the high density of

extended defects commonly found at the GaN/sapphire interface13 and not to damage

induced by the LLO process.

To test this hypothesis, the PL measurements were complemented by channeling-

Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (c-RBS) analysis using a 1.95 MeV 4He+ beam in

a 165° backscattering geometry.  Figure 8–9 shows the c-RBS results for the as-grown

2.5 µm thick GaN film on sapphire. The χmin versus thickness spectrum shows the as-

grown GaN to be of high structural quality with a 3% minimum yield at the surface of the

film. The figure also shows channeling data plotted for the same GaN sample after 1.5

µm of the GaN was removed by argon-ion milling. Dechanneling, a result of the

increased dislocation density near the interface,135 begins approximately 700 nm below

the ion-milled surface and extends down to the film/substrate interface. The measured

thickness of the GaN/sapphire defective interfacial region is approximately 350 nm. It

should also be noted that the χmin of the ion-milled surface compares very well with that
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of the as-grown GaN indicating that the GaN surface suffered no measurable degradation

from the argon-ion beam bombardment.

The same ion-milling process was subsequently performed on LLO GaN films

bonded onto Si substrates. Figure 8–10 shows the χmin yield as a function of depth for the

as-separated and ion-milled GaN on Si. The c-RBS results show a two-fold decrease in

the backscattering yield after etching away 50 nm of the interfacial layer, indicating

removal of line defects within the GaN. Following a 400 nm etch, the backscattering

yield was found to be comparable to the χmin values of the as-grown GaN/sapphire

surface. X-ray rocking curve of the as-separated and ion beam processed GaN/Si samples

also showed a slight narrowing of the GaN 0002 reflection FWHM from 0.16° to 0.14°

after a 400 nm ion mill etch. Atomic force microscopy of the exposed GaN interface

showed a decrease in the surface roughness (over a 1×1 µm2 area) from 24 nm (rms) after

LLO to 2.2 nm (rms) after ion milling.

The PL measurements corroborate the c-RBS data. After removal of the defective

interfacial layer, the FWHM of the DX peak decreased to ~16 meV, comparable to that of

the original GaN film surface as shown in Figure 8–11. A 5.3 meV red-shift in the DX

peak indicates relief of a bi-axial compressive stress in the GaN after LLO from the

sapphire.127

These results demonstrate that i) the LLO process does not degrade the optical or

structural quality of the GaN film as assessed by PL and c-RBS, and that ii) removal of

the exposed interfacial layer on a LLO GaN film yields a GaN surface of structural and

optical quality that is comparable to that of the top surface of an as-grown GaN film on

sapphire.
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8.4 - Fabrication of Vertical-structure Light-emitting Diodes

As a demonstration of the effectiveness of the metal-bonding and LLO processes,

vertical GaN-based blue-LEDs, prefabricated on a sapphire substrate were integrated

onto a Si substrate. The InGaN LED structures were fabricated at the Xerox Palo Alto

Research Center, in a similar process described in the previous section. The devices were

then coated with Ti/Au for the p-contact of the diodes and then metal bonded onto a n+ Si

(001) substrate. LLO was then performed to remove the sapphire substrate and expose the

n-type GaN layer. Isolation trenches were then etched into the device layer to isolate

discrete LED diodes of ~200 µm × 200 µm. N-metal contacts were subsequently

deposited onto the top n-GaN layer completing the vertical structure LED using the n+ Si

as the p-contact.

Figure 8–12 displays an operating vertical-structure blue LED on Si with a single

probe contact on the GaN surface. The device performance of the blue LED is almost

identical to the devices used for the membrane fabrication with the only exception being

the emission wavelength being 470 nm. The turn-on voltages for these devices were ~3.2

volts at 1 mA and ~4.9 volts at a drive current of 25 mA.
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Figure 8–3: X-ray diffraction pattern of Pd-In bi-layers deposited on a SiO2 coated

Si wafer. The as-deposited Pd-In layers show the dominant 002 In and 111 Pd

peaks. After a 30-minute anneal at 200°C in a N2 ambient the 411 and 321 PdIn3

peaks have become dominant. The absence of the 111 Pd peak indicates

consumption of the Pd layer to form PdIn3 after 60 minutes.
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Figure 8–4: Cross sectional SEM micrograph of a transferred GaN film onto a Si

substrate. Pd-In metal bilayers were used as bonding material which formed the

compound PdIn3 after the low-temperature bonding process. Cleaving the Si

substrate was performed to make the cleavage facets on the GaN.
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Figure 8–5: Theta-two-theta normal coupled scans of transferred GaN thin films

onto GaAs, Si and polyimide substrates. The PdIn3 411 reflection from the metallic

bond is shown along with the 0002 GaN reflection.
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Figure 8–6: X-ray rocking curve of GaN transferred onto polyimide. The full-width

at half maximum of the 0002 GaN reflection broadened slightly from 0.18° to 0.20°

indicating the structural quality of the transferred film did not degrade significantly

after bonding and LLO.
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Figure 8–7: SEM micrograph of pattern transferred GaN onto a Si substrate.
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Figure 8–11: Low-temperature PL of the GaN thin film after ion milling. The DX

peak FWHM was comparable to that from the original GaN surface after removing

400 nm of the former interface. A slight red-shift is due to release of the compressive

stress after removing the sapphire substrate. The relative DX peak intensities have

been normalized to better show the change in the FWHM and red shift. The relative

peak intensities of the original surface and ion milled interface were within 5% of
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Chapter 9 -  Conclusion

A review of the integration of GaN-based materials with dissimilar substrates by

thin-film layer transfer was presented. A newly developed integration tool, laser lift-off,

was shown to effectively separate GaN thin films from sapphire substrates by a thermally

decomposing of a thin GaN interfacial layer. The thermal decomposition at the

GaN/sapphire interface is accomplished by pulsed-laser irradiation through the

transparent sapphire substrate.

Given the high GaN absorption coefficient at the 248 nm KrF laser wavelength,

the LLO process induces a highly-localized temperature rise at the thin-film/substrate

interface. A simple one-dimensional thermal diffusion model showed this temperature

rise, coupled with a steep temperature gradient across the GaN, restricts the

decomposition region to within 100 nm below the thin-film/substrate interface for a 600

mJ/cm2 laser fluence.

Using the information obtained from the theoretical calculations, the LLO process

was successfully demonstrated by transferring GaN thin films from sapphire onto epoxy-

bonded Si substrates at a ~600 mJ/cm2 laser fluence. Characterization of the transferred

films by XRC, SEM, AFM, and PL showed no degradation to the GaN film quality after

LLO. As a further test, free-standing GaN-based light-emitting diode membranes were

fabricated by LLO. The GaN-based LED membranes, which were pre-fabricated on

sapphire substrates, showed little or no degradation before and after LLO. The measured

I-V and eletroluminescence performance of these devices was found to remain

unchanged after separation from the sapphire.
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To make the integration process complete, the development of a low-temperature

transient liquid-phase Pd-In wafer-bonding process was presented to compliment the

LLO technique. The Pd-In metal bond was employed to form a thermally and electrically

conductive interface between the transferred GaN and the "receptor" substrate. The metal

bonding technique, performed at a temperature of 200°C, forms an intermetallic PdIn3

compound from a 1 µm thick Pd-In bilayer. As the bilayer is heated, the In layer melts to

fill any voids or asperities at the GaN thin-film/"receptor"-substrate interface while

reacting with the Pd to form the intermetallic compound PdIn3 (Tm=664°C). The

versatility of Pd-In wafer-bonding and LLO process was demonstrated by successfully

joining and transferring GaN onto Si, GaAs, and polymer substrates.

The metal bond and LLO process technique direct processing of the exposed GaN

interface. Etching away this exposed interfacial layer by ion beam milling was found to

improve the GaN quality. By removing the extended defects, the resulting optical and

structural properties of the former interface were comparable to the original GaN surface.

As a final demonstration of the LLO and metal-bonding integration process, a

vertical-structure InGaN blue LED was fabricated on Si. The InGaN blue LED, grown

and fabricated on a sapphire substrate, was metal bonded onto Si and transferred by LLO.

The vertical-structure LED, with a turn on voltage of ~3.2 Volts at 1 mA, dramatically

demonstrated the effectiveness of the metal-bonding and LLO process to integrate GaN

with other materials substrates.

Further work is still needed to optimize the performance of the transferred

optoelectronic devices. The optimization of the metal bond, either by varying the Pd-In

ratio or with a different metals system, can be performed to increase the thermal stability
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of the bond interface. In addition, shorter pulse-length lasers, such as femto- or pico-

second pulses, can be used reduce the required fluence for LLO. These parameters may

be adjusted to optimize integration process, thus maximizing and enhancing the

performance of transferred GaN-based LEDs, LDs or transistors onto different substrates.
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Chapter 10 -  Appendix

10.1 - Thermoelastic Stress Wave Propagation

In addition to the thermoelastic stress developed during the laser irradiation, a

stress wave is generated during the absorption of the laser light. The thermal expansion

following the rapid heating of the GaN sapphire interface will promote a stress wave to

propagate into the GaN thin film. The resulting wave may cause the delamination of the

bonded interface joining the GaN film to the receptor substrate or film fracture. Various

parameters effect the amplitude of the generated stress wave and its reflection at an

interface including the pulse duration, velocity of propagation, density of the supporting

substrate material, and the acoustic impedance.

The reflection and refraction of an elastic wave as it reaches a slip-free boundary

between two media, a and b, generates four separate waves (Figure 10–1). For these four

waves there are four boundary conditions which must be equal: 1) the normal

displacement, 2) the tangential displacements, 3) the normal stress and 4) the tangential

stress. Assuming the wave has no rotational velocity, consider a dilatation wave

travelling parallel to the x-y plane which creates an angle α1, with respect to the x-axis,

and with the reflected and refracted dilatation waves be α2 and α3. If a rotational velocity

is considered then the wave of distortion makes angles β2 and β3 for the reflected and

refracted waves, respectively. The boundary condition may be satisfied if the wave front

is considered to be an envelope of a series of spherical wavelets and Huygen's principle is

applied to get the relationship:136
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where c1 and c2 are the propagation velocities of the dilatation and distortion waves in the

first medium and c3 and c4 are the respective velocities in the second medium. In

addition, let the amplitude of the incident wave be A1 while the reflected and refracted

dilatation waves are A2 and A4, respectively. The corresponding amplitudes for the

reflected and refractive distortion waves are then A3 and A5, respectively.

The four boundary conditions can then be used to obtain four simultaneous

equations. 136 From condition 1):

( ) 0353323121 =β−α−β+α− cosAcosAcosAcosAA  [10.1–2]

and from condition 2):

( ) 0353423121 =β−α−β+α+ cosAsinAcosAsinAA [10.1–3]

while condition 3 gives:

( ) 02222 3453342232121 =β





ρ
ρ

−β





ρ
ρ

−β+β+ sincAcoscAsincAcoscAA
a

b

a

b  [10.1–4]

where ρa and ρb are the densities of media a and b, respectively. Finally, boundary

condition 4) reveals:

( )

.sin
c

c
Asin

c

c
Ac

cos
c

c
AsinAAc

b

a

022

22

3

4

1
53

3

1
4

2
4

2

2

1
3121

2
2

=







β





−α





ρ

−







β−α−ρ

 [10.1–5]

Equation 10.1–4-10.1–5 may be solved to retrieve the amplitudes of the reflected

and refracted waves as a function of the incident wave amplitude, A1. For the case where
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the wave is normal incidence, α1 = 0, then the amplitudes A3 and A5 vanish generating

only the dilatation waves. The solutions for the amplitudes of the reflected and refracted

waves, respectively, are:136

( )
( )13

131
2

cc

ccA
A

ab

ab

ρ+ρ
ρ−ρ

=  and [10.1–6]

( )
( )13

11
4

2

cc

cA
A

ab

a

ρ+ρ
ρ

= . [10.1–7]

Equation 10.1–6 and 10.1–7 show that the reflected stress wave at the media

interface depends on the quantity, (ρbc3 - ρac1). If the density of the media is equal then

no reflected wave will be generated at the interface. The product ρc is sometimes referred

to as the characteristic impedance of the media.  When the characteristic impedance is

higher in the second medium, then the amplitudes of the reflection is the same sign as the

incident wave but with a change in phase of π due to a reversal in propagation direction.

However, when the characteristic impedance of the second medium is less than the first

then the amplitude changes sign but the phase remains the same on reflection.

For the GaN system, the characteristic impedance is 4.2×107 kg/m2s, assuming the

dilatation wave travels at the speed of sound in GaN, which depends on the bulk modulus

and the density of the media. If a supporting substrate such as Si is assumed to be at the

interface between the then the ratio of the reflected stress wave amplitude of GaN to Si is

480.A:A .refl

Si

.refl

GaN
= . The resulting ratio of the refracted wave amplitude is found to be

481.A:A .refr

Si

.refr

GaN
= . These results show that the reflected wave at the bond interface is
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approximately one half of the incident stress-wave amplitude suggesting good coupling

between the GaN and Si interface for an ideal continuous bond at the Si/GaN interface.

The actual interface between the GaN film and the receptor substrate may be an

adhesive that will need to have similar properties as Si. Ideally, the bonding material at

the interface should be of a higher density in order to minimize the reflected wave effect

and improve the coupling between the GaN and receptor substrate. By optimizing the

coupling, the reflected wave will be decreased thus minimizing the possibility of

degrading the bond interface or the GaN film. Given the ceramic nature of GaN a large

reflected tensile stress wave may cause the mechanical fracture of the thin film during

laser irradiation.
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Figure 10–1: Schematic of an incident wave incident onto an interface between

materials a and b.
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